
8          Spanish Courses

Spanish for Adults 50+ 
These special courses have  
been successfully running for 
 more than 10 years.  
The focus and the delivery have been 
designed for mature people.  
The cultural programme  
has also been designed  
to cater for this generation  
and includes exclusive activities 
such as wine tasting, history of art, 
Spanish gastronomy,  
flamenco and a large variety of 
motivating subjects. 
This Spanish Language and Culture 
course is available several times a 
year for minimum 2-week duration.

Spanish at  
the teacher’s home 
 Immersion from dawn to dusk
20 private Spanish lessons per week. 
A highly adaptable course providing 
private tuition while living with the 
Spanish teachers. Full immersion 
programme from 1 or more 
weeks duration with full board 
accommodation at the teacher’s home 
and pick up and drop off at the airport. 
Available all year round.

Spanish and Flamenco
An amazing experience that will 
allow you to learn Spanish while 
experiencing Spanish culture 
through its most fascinating 
cultural elements: Flamenco music 
and dance. It is a course in which 
you will receive theoretical and 
practical instruction in a professional 
Flamenco Studio.

Seville only

Spanish and Surf 
Awaken your inner surf bum! 
Some of the many beaches of Cadiz 
offer excellent conditions for surfers. 
In Cadiz, students are offered the 
chance to combine Spanish classes 
and surfing lessons. Students will 
receive 20 general Spanish intensive 
classes per week plus two surfing 
lessons of 90 mins per week.  
Surf ’s up!

Cadiz only

Spanish and company 
internship. 
Acquire multifcultural experience 
and develop internatifonal 
networking skills
Gain some professional experience 
and benefit from learning Spanish in 
a work environment.  
Spanish courses from 2 to 4 weeks 
with unpaid company placements  
(8 to 16 weeks) related to specific 
fields of expertise (Marketing, 
Editorial, Law, Engineering, Tourism, 
Export-Import, etc.). 
 
 

Spanish for Expats  
Extensive course
2 lessons of 90 minutes per week 
for expats living in Seville or Cadiz. 
An ideal option for international 
Erasmus students and foreigners 
who will be living in Spain for an 
extended period of time and need to 
improve their Spanish at a slower 
pace. It can also be benefitial for those 
foreign residents aiming at passing 
official exams in Spain such as DELE  
or the Chamber of Commerce 
Business exam. 
 
 
 

Age    50+    levels    A1    >    C1     

Age    17+    levels    A1    >    C2     

Age    18+    levels    A2    >    C1     stArt dAtes  every monday 

Age    17+    levels    A1    >    C2     stArt dAtes  every monday 

Spanish language
and culture 
courses for  
the over fifties 

Curso de lengua  
y cultura española 
para mayores de  
50 años

Centro de Lenguas e Intercambio Cultural

Ask for The Spanish Language 
and Culture course brochure.

Special Courses
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